The stupid liberals and many others, are standing in awe that Turkey had a coup forming exactly right now. Little has it dawned to them, that Turkey is the most major power in the Middle East, that silently promotes Jihadism and pushes the Immigrant Troops into Europe. All of this is staged.

https://www.theguardian.com/world/live/...ire-ankara

Not only this, but it should be apparent "why" this happens. The Turkish "government" has a need for decisive measures right now. This typically happens in countries in times of severe problems, or in times where war is about to prepare. The enemy obviously wants to push their "Caliphate" further. The (((Caliphate))) is the will of the jews of the Middle East, and they are actively pushing of its creation. Part of this deal is the takeover of political positions, in Europe and elsewhere, by Pisslamics or Chaliphatans. This coincides and joins with the major agenda of the Jews, that of wiping out the White Race. The details aren't all that necessary, what is important is the whole Jewish Goal. The jews are trying to make an advance against the West, and this is becoming majorly obvious. Through internal opposition groups (Black Lives Matter), and other terrorist organizations and groups. The jews are behind everything and they are pushing their cards on fold, on the dumb Goyim.

Internally, the Gentiles in Europe are ruled by soft-core, stupid and degenerate (((leaders))) (most, but not all) that will just force matters to the end to further immigration, force all these Islamic hoards inside, and then, who knows, maybe even arm them. In Mosques and in many of these places, they were opened and found chock filled with guns. The average "poor immigrant" would rather ally with the Pisslamic Haliphate, than with the idiotic supposed "Europeans" or "Westerners". IN SIMPLE WORDS, in the belly of European countries are now nurtured the deadly immigrant hoards and the future of the Islamic Chaliphat Warriors. While wiping out the European people, depriving them of rights, jobs and anything else.

Little does that dawn to the "governments" of the otherwise, White Nations. However, as bombs after bombs, hits after hits, and terror will reign, people will have to finally understand this. On other other hand, the (((governments))) are entirely aware of the whole agenda. This is to cause the biggest and most massive genocide in White Europe. This is all systematic, and has only one brain. There is a common plan.

Why the terrorist organization, "Black Lives Matter" announced its allegiance with other
Terrorist organizations worldwide?? The answer is by far, very simple. Like in Pisslam, "Blacks" and "Easterners" always make an alliance, which is mainly, over "color". The term "Racism" is just a term for White Genocide, and the banner under which the enemy pacifies Whites from replying or defending themselves justly, against this violence. Through the banner of "Racism" and "Muh Oppression", they connect the masses they want to connect, and march them against Whites, the Whites being the original enemies of the Jews, the jews who torture the Blacks and others worldwide. This is especially easy because they own the governments of the world.

In this particular case, the situation is masked. However, this is instigated by the jews and the jews know what they are doing. Shaken as they are, from all that is happening, they are however moving on with their plan. The jew has placed their bet on the East (Pisslam), and on Race War, then attempt of Communization if Pisslamism fails. They know they will lose Europe, maybe a bit too early, too late, or just in time. In the meantime, they march their hoards to attack America which is, the only world power that can really stop the Pisslamic Chaliphate. As for Russia, Jewcy Putin will get a phone call from a Rabbi, and he will sit on his own eggs, or just do as he’s told. According to jewish prophecy on the matter, "Russia and Turkey will go to war". This is supposed to trigger WW3, and then, Communism follows.

They are however calculating the situation without the Satanic intervention that will take place...

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666